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The Renton Wow Cow 
Recently, the Renton, WA location achieved steaks! As with all steaks accomplishments, our SVP Darren 

Newberry and CEO Bill Nash visited the store to celebrate and congratulate them. What they didn’t 

know is that they would not only meet the Renton team but another special guest, the Renton Wow/ 

Cow. 

Unbeknownst to Darren, the seed for the idea of the Wow Cow had been inspired him. Location General 

Manager Sheldon Orme was once an Assistant Sales Manager in Las Vegas and attended a Four Top 

meeting when Darren was a RVPGM. The entire meeting was about being iconic. Sheldon recalls, “I 

remember thinking, ‘When I get a store, how will I tell the iconic story?’ For me, the word ‘wow’ was 

being planted. ‘Wow, that was easy’, ‘wow, I liked working with them’, ‘wow, that's good quality’, etc. 

When I learned that the Above and Beyond initiative was about creating ‘wow moments’, I knew this 

would be a part of how I tell the iconic story.” 

To make his new initiative more fun, he came up with the Wow Cow, but the next hurdle would be to 

pitch this idea to his team. To is surprise, his team was ecstatic about this new initiative and it was then 

that Sales Manager Caleb Degraw became the man behind the Wow Cow. 

The Wow Cow rolled out in October, but according to Sheldon, they are already seeing “some amazing 

things.” Associates are starting to use “Wow Cow” in their everyday work language to encourage and 

keep their team going above and beyond. The Renton store has a drop box where Associates can 

nominate each other for the monthly Wow Cow Associate.” 

Sheldon credits the executive team for their leadership and support. He says, “Culture is a top-down 

project and Darren has had a direct impact on the way that I lead. I didn't get to share these things with 

him [that day] but he should know that his leadership style and the word iconic (and wow) has been in 

the Renton store from the very first day that we have opened. And Bill, I don't know him personally, but 

he instills the kind of confidence and trust that I would follow him into any battle if he asked. The fact 

that our executive team shows up to every grand opening, celebrates steak cookouts in intimate store 

settings and are so accessible to our associates is the reason that I will give my all every day to protect 

and drive our iconic culture.” 

 


